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PLEASE READ THE FULL FITTING INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY BEFORE 

COMMENCING 

 

RECEIVER POWER SUPPLY MUST BE FUSED AT ALL TIMES IN OR OUT OF 

VEHICLE. IF THIS IS NOT FUSED DAMAGE MAY OCCUR WHICH WILL VOID 

WARRANTY 

 

DO NOT ROUTE HEADLIGHT WIRING DIRECTLY THROUGH PRODUCT OR DAMAGE 

WILL OCCUR 

 

DO NOT TRY TO LINK TWO RELAYS TOGETHER FOR A 20 AMP TOTAL 
 

 

Thank you for purchasing the product. This product is designed and manufactured within the United 

Kingdom. 

 

These instructions cover the non-solid state 4, 8 & 10 channel systems with or without digital 

channels. If the instructions are lost or damaged please find another copy along with the configuration 

software on the USB memory stick supplied. Further copies can be arranged by contacting anyone 

under the contact section of the instructions or visiting www.trackformula.co.uk/instructionssoftware/ 
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UNIQUE ADDRESS THAT IS MATCHED TO THE RECEIVER: 

This is a 5 character word that is unique and applied to each system so it will never interrupt or be 

interrupted by another users system. This ensures zero cross-talk with other systems.  

WEIGHT  

With 1 metre of wiring: 

480g approximately for the standard 8 channel 

250g approximately for the standard 4 channel 

 

GENERAL  

The internal relays can switch 12 volts (V) DC 10 amps (A) MAX. This means that they must be used 

with additional relays for headlight circuit or other high current loads which are not supplied. 

 

Any 5v digital channels should not be used with resistors as these are fitted inside the receiver 

already. 

 

Relays are open circuit by default at ignition on and are then switched by the transmitter as either 

momentary ON (i.e. transmitter button follower), latching ON/OFF with each separate transmitter 

button press or ‘Auto’ Indicator and main beam functions. The configuration of each channel is made 

using the USB connection and configuration software on a Windows based device. 

 

CONTACT 

 

david@trackformula.co.uk  

Tel: 07930073484 (UK) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

mailto:david@trackformula.co.uk
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FEATURES OVERVIEW: 
 

 Wireless solution allows full push-button and paddle control with a detachable steering wheel  

 Digital 0-5v channels denoted by single Grey wires per channel (where optioned) 

 Integrated smart indicator cancelling (where optioned) 

 Integrated smart headlight control (where optioned) 

 Integrated IVA fog mode – inhibits and resets fog lights when headlights are turned off  

 Supports two simultaneous button presses  

 Indicator channel hazard mode  

 Choice of momentary and latching switch behaviour for all channels via USB configuration software 

 Lightweight, compact, efficient and cost-effective design. Firmware-upgradeable for adding features 

 Uniquely, lets you use your choice of buttons, paddles and mounts. No more being tied to a 
manufacturer's styling choices!  

 
 

TRANSMITTER: 

When fitting the battery, please remove the case lid very carefully and then take care to insert 

correctly. The positive ‘+’ end of the battery is nearest to the LED 

When removing the battery, a small electrical screwdriver can be used as a lever to carefully 

pry the battery out. Please note that it is a tight fit in the holder. 

 

Weight (with CR2 lithium battery) – 58g approx. 

Battery – 3V CR2 Lithium which you will find included for your convenience. 

Expected battery life is more than 2 years with frequent use if switches are not left accidentally 

pushed. Battery removal is not recommended until it is due to be replaced.  

Transmitter current is extremely low when the buttons are not in use.  
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TRI-COLOUR STATUS LED 

The LED flashes during a button press or release: 

 RED means low battery (<2.65V approx.) – replace battery now. 

 ORANGE means that a transmission was not acknowledged by the relay receiver.  This is 

caused by either interference, lack of range or a de-powered receiver (e.g. vehicle ignition is 

off). This is a useful diagnostic tool when setting up the system. 

 GREEN means that a transmission was successfully received and acknowledged by the relay 

receiver and should always be the case for a well installed system. 

TRANSMITTER WIRE COLOURS: 

WIRE COLOUR FUNCTION 

BLACK   GROUND 

YELLOW   GROUND 

WHITE   GROUND 

ORANGE   GROUND 

RED   CH1 SWITCH 

GREEN   CH2 SWITCH 

BLUE   CH3 SWITCH 

BROWN   CH4 SWITCH 

GREY   CH5 SWITCH 

PINK   CH6 SWITCH 

LIGHT BLUE CH7 SWITCH 

PURPLE   CH8 SWITCH 

 

When stripping the outer insulation, please take care not to damage the wires inside. 

Transmitter grounds are to be split over channels when wiring buttons/switches. 

If some channels are not used, it is suggested leaving sufficient wire available to connect to in future. 

Simply cover with heat-shrink so there is enough room to expand your controls in future. 

The transmitter can be easily attached to the reverse side of the wheel using Velcro tape, cable ties or 

similar. It is the preferred choice by Track Formula to use cable ties since they can efficiently be 

removed and replaced leaving no residue.  

STEERING WHEEL TRANSMITTER INSTALLATION: 

 Do not solder the switches while the transmitter has a battery fitted as damage may occur. 

 Please use good quality, IP67 rated OFF (ON) momentary switches. These can be supplied 

by Track Formula. 

 L/R Indicator and Main Beam (if used) MUST be connected to the wires shown because this 

is matched by the relay control software. 

RED   CH1 LEFT IND SW 

GREEN   CH2 RIGHT IND SW 

BLUE   
CH3 MAIN BEAM 

SW 
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RELAY RECEIVER: 

 

8 Channel shown 

The relay receiver will have a USB case connector attached to it on the side. This can be 

identified as having a protective Blue screw cap. The USB port will allow the unit to be 

bother powered and programmed before being installed onto the car. While connected via 

USB, no ground or 12v is required. Communication between transmitter and receiver will not 

work while powered via USB only. 

RELAY RECEIVER WIRE COLOURS: 

All singe Grey wires used on channels are the digital channels 

LABEL 
WIRE 

COLOUR FUNCTION 

N/A BLUE HEADLIGHT 12V INPUT  

N/A GREEN BRAKELIGHT 12V INPUT 

N/A RED 12V IGNITION POWER 

N/A BLACK VEHICLE GROUND 

1   CH1 LEFT INDICATOR RELAY 

2   CH2 RIGHT INDICATOR RELAY 

3   CH3 MAIN BEAM RELAY 

4   CH4 RELAY 

5 

 
CH5 RELAY (0-5v on Grey Wire) 

6   CH6 RELAY (0-5v on Grey Wire) 

7   CH7 RELAY 

8   CH8 RELAY 
 

 
12V 10 amps (A) MAX Relay channels 1-8 (1-4 on the 4 channel) (labelled) – WHITE 
0-5V Digital Outputs – GREY 
12V Ignition power – RED 
Ground – BLACK 
Head light 12V input connection – BLUE  
Brake light 12V input connection – GREEN  
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0-5v OUTPUTS (GREY WIRES) 

Our systems, when specified with digital channels, use one Grey wire per channel. Where 

there are two White wires also, this is the standard relay channel connection for that 

channel. Not every kit has two White wires and one Grey wire per digital channel. Each Grey 

wire can be used to communicate with a suitable ECU or Power Distribution Module which 

eliminates the use of the internal mechanical relay. If the Grey digital channels are not 

needed and you also have two White wires, use these for normal relay operation. The Grey 

wires for the digital output are a 0-5v voltage source. They do not switch to Ground. 

Resistors are fitted to each channel already so they will not provide 0-5v if additional 

resistors are used or in line with a channel. 

CHANNEL OUTPUT WIRING EXAMPLE: 

Taking an example output of using channel 4 you will find there are two White wires. If your output 

device connected should switch to ground, please connect one of the White wires to a ground source. 

Once the relay is triggered it will ground the opposing White wire and complete the circuit. Vice versa 

if your outputted device should see a positive signal when switched. 

The Grey wires that operate on 0-5v will send 5v to through the wire when the button/paddle is 

pressed. This signal should be used to command a suitable ECU or Power Distribution Module. 

 

RELAY RECEIVER INSTALLTION: 

Additional relays must be used for the headlight circuit or other high current (>10A) loads. 

The 2.4GHz range is very good but metal objects could block the radio waves so keep this in 

mind when mounting. 

1. Identify an ignition switched live (<=10A Fused) circuit that can be used for the power 

supply to the receiver. The receiver draws very little current so will not increase the 

load significantly. 

2. Identify a suitable Ground connection, ideally direct to the chassis of the vehicle. 

3. Identify existing circuits as this will be critical for successful installation. 

4. Choose a cool, dry location for the receiver inside the car.  

5. With the vehicle battery disconnected, connect the receiver Power and Ground. 

RECEIVER TESTING 

Re-connect the battery and test that the relays can be heard clicking when the transmitter 

buttons/paddles are being pressed. If there is an audible click then the relay is working. If 

there is no click then go back over wiring. 

Check that the transmitter light is reliably GREEN when the buttons/paddles are pressed. 

ORANGE means there is a problem with the communication. You can use the LED as an 

indicator of the range of the system. 

Once you’re happy with the communication, disconnect the vehicle battery and complete 

installation. 

Once completed, re-connect the vehicle battery and re-test the system. 
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SOFTWARE FOR USB CONFIGURATION:  

 

NOTE: The tick boxes above the channels allow you to activate or de-activate the features 

such as indicator, headlight and fog light control. 

IMPORTANT: The receiver will only communicate with USB when connected to 12V power supply. 

This is required to prevent damage to the USB port through excessive current draw.  

Do not disconnect the 12V power during programming or the chip memory may become 

corrupted. 

1) Ensure that your Windows based computer has WinRAR or similar software installed. 

2) Connect the receiver’s USB cable to a Windows PC and wait for Windows to auto-detect and 

install the FTDI Driver. If it does not auto-detect, the most up-to-date driver is always available 

from http://www.ftdichip.com/Drivers/VCP.htm Click the link, choose “setup executable” on the 

right hand side and follow the installation procedure.  

3) Copy the Track Formula Configuration Tool file from the USB memory stick supplied to your 

Desktop, extract and open. Alternatively use this link to download 

http://www.trackformula.co.uk/ConfigurationTool2017.zip  

4) Turn on 12V ignition to power the unit 

5) Choose the correct ‘COM’ port from the available drop list and hit ‘Connect’ – See below for 

troubleshooting this step should there be an issue. 

6) To configure the channels, simply move the switches and slider and hit ‘Program’. If 

successful, you will see ‘success’ displayed 

7) Press buttons on the transmitter and you should see this reflected on the appropriate channel, 

as well as the corresponding relay states. 

 

Continued 

 

 

 

http://www.ftdichip.com/Drivers/VCP.htm
http://www.trackformula.co.uk/ConfigurationTool2017.zip
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Problem: Not connecting to correct COM port or you do not know which COM port to choose: 

Open “Device Manager” from the Control Panel or type “Device Manager” into “Run” field of Start 

menu and select it. Under “Ports” you should notice the correct COM port appear or disappear when 

the unit is connected or disconnected to the computer via the USB. This will be different depending on 

which USB port is used on the computer. 
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INDICATOR & HAZARD WARNING LIGHTS: 

The hazard warning lights can be activated by depressing both indicators channels at similar times. 

Press any of the two buttons to cancel. 

An indicator can be toggled ON and OFF with each push of your push button. Toggling the indicator 

ON begins a cancellation timer. Indicating will auto cancel once the timer has elapsed which is user 

configurable between 6-30 seconds. 

Indicator auto cancelling is inhibited while the brakes are pressed and afterwards for a short time so 

that the indicators can remain on in traffic of while waiting to turn. 

To change the indications, push the opposite button once. The current indicator will cancel and the 

opposite indicator will toggle ON. The cancelling timer will reset. 

 

 

INDICATOR WIRING SUGGESTION:  

 

 

/  
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MAIN BEAM (HEADLIGHT BEAM CONTROL) WIRING SUGGESTIONS:  

 

 
 

 

INTEGRATED FOG LIGHT ‘IVA’ FUNCTION: 

When the box has been ticked, channel 4 will be assigned to the fog light.  

Wire the relay to switch the fog light from any 12v supply. 

When the fog light button for channel 4 is pressed, to ensure the fog light will only activate if the 

headlights are ON, connect the Blue headlight sense wire as shown below. The fog light will then 

automatically cancel when the headlights are switched OFF. 

 


